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ABSTRACT

The ability to monitor the health of complex structures such as aeronautic or civil engineering structures in real time is becoming increasingly important. This process is referred to as structural health monitoring (SHM) and relies on onboard platforms comprising sensors, computational units, communication resources, and sometimes actuators. Many of such platforms have been developed within the last years but there is still a lack of structuration and knowledge exchange regarding the software and hardware architectures of such platforms. The aim of the present paper is to introduce an open hardware and open software platform dedicated to SHM within the fields of aeronautics and civil engineering. The platform presented here will be made available in an open hardware and open source framework to allow SHM researchers to run concurrent detection, localization, classification or quantification algorithms using simple interpreted languages such as Python.

THE STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING (SHM) CHALLENGES

Structural health monitoring [1, 2, 3] (SHM) consists of monitoring in real time the health state of structures, typically for civil engineering or aeronautic applications. At the core of modern SHM process targeted for industrial purposes lies a wireless platform able to send sensing signals to the actuators, to receive structural response from the sensors, and to process signals in order to make a decision regarding the eventualty of a damage. In the last decade, there has been several SHM platforms developed for this purpose [4, 5, 6], using micro-controllers, and communicating via meshing radio networks such as ZigBee. Nonetheless, recent microprocessors allow running a small embedded Linux distribution on a chip, the size of a memory card, using less than half a Watt of power. Furthermore, numerous ways exist nowadays to connect a sensor to the Internet. Reliable radio technologies, e.g. WiFi and 4G-LTE, are already widely used, and long range low consumption radio standards have emerged and are now being deployed, e.g. LoRa and Sigfox. Therefore, we believe that the technology is now mature enough to create a shared platform that would solve most of the challenges that SHM researchers face today in circuit board design. Furthermore, this shared platform would allow to effectively alert decision-makers of any potential damage during an extreme event in a timely manner.

Hardware manufacturers have already adopted an open-source approach to push the technology forward and engage a larger community, despite the fierce competition opposing them. This approach is now considered the best to improve a system reliability, even in the field of computer security where releasing the source code was for long considered very risky. Similarly, the SHM research community will greatly improve the reliability of the developed algorithms with a shared modular platform.

PLATFORM ARCHITECTURE

In order to fulfill the basic requirements for both the aeronautical and civil engineering needs, the proposed platform may contain a GPS clock, high quality amplifiers and high-resolution digitizers, along with an embedded Linux distribution. The platform architecture is divided into three parts detailed in Figure 1. These are lumped as follows: (i) The advanced developer space, (ii) The simplified developer space, and (iii) The user
space. The advanced developer space handles the communication with all the sensor and actuator conditioners, the radio modules, and the real-time processors. It is encapsulated in an abstraction layer, accessible from the simplified developer space. Any developer willing to add a core feature to the platform has to program in this space. However, the simplified developer space is where most researchers are expected to be coding. It allows to read sensor data, but also to control basic sensor configuration, e.g. changing sampling rate and zeroing strain gauges and load cells. This space also contains a web server, using Node.js (an open-source, cross-platform JavaScript interpreter often used as a web server). These two developer spaces are accessible remotely using Secure SHell (SSH) connection. This type of connection grants access to the entire Linux environment, allowing developers to securely update their codes, even in nodes that are already deployed. On the other hand, the user space is accessed from a web client, e.g. Chrome or Firefox. For privacy considerations, e.g. the confidential critical infrastructure data, this space can be password protected, and several access levels can be defined. The privileges given to users are defined in the simplified developer space. For instance a developer may grant users access to view live data stream scopes, or to download data archives stored on the node.

The benefits of such architecture are two folds. First, it will allow users to rapidly deploy any SHM algorithm on a remote platform without having any low-level programming skills. Second, it will allow users to run benchmark tests between various SHM algorithms and thus strengthen links and exchanges within the SHM community.
The platform architecture presented here is intended to be flexible enough to be used in most SHM applications. Hence, a single circuit board design cannot be used for all applications. In fact, it is expected that dozens of circuit board designs will coexist. However, all the platforms will benefit from the hardware integration libraries, the signal processing algorithms and the web interface modules. Every time a new feature is developed, all the platforms which contain the required hardware will benefit from the upgrade. For instance, a Python module to receive video stream from a Gopro camera over a USB port and WiFi is being developed. As soon as this feature will become available, all the platforms with a WiFi connection or a USB host will be able to interact with the camera, receive a video stream and process it. Moreover, as the community grows and publishes new algorithms, developers will be able to upload new SHM algorithms onto already deployed nodes.

**USE CASES**

**Infrastructures subjected to extreme events**

After a severe event such as an earthquake, it is essential to assess induced damage of all major infrastructures [3]. Indeed, if a lifeline infrastructure, e.g. a highway bridge [7, 8, 9] is unable to operate, or if a public building [10, 11] constitutes a major life-threatening risk, the first responders must be informed in order to take appropriate measures. Hence, as communities attempt to improve their resiliency, SHM should become an essential part of their plans. The headquarters of the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research (PEER) Center at the University of California, Berkeley (UCB) intends to bridge the gap between the SHM community and the large infrastructures key decision-makers. First, the embedded web server allows to quickly develop tailored interfaces for bridge and building inspectors. Furthermore, the open framework allows to run the fleet of sensors in simulation mode. Hence, it is possible to organize workshops with inspectors and decision-makers, simulate various risk (hazard, exposure and vulnerability) scenarios and train the attendees to interpret the data adequately.
Figure 2 represents two possible scenarios for SHM of a large bridge system subjected to an earthquake event. In case (a), an inspector receives an alarm from a sensor node and uses the data received to make an adequate decision. In case (b), an inspector is alerted of an event and uses the fleet of sensor nodes to assess the situation.

**SHM of aircraft stiffened composite components**

Stiffened composite structures are very appealing in aeronautic applications due to their unique high stiffness to mass ratio. However, they are also prone to various and complex damage scenarios (stiffener debonding, impact damage, etc.) and to complex wave propagation phenomena due to the presence of the stiffener. Consequently, autonomous monitoring of such structures is still an open research topic [12]. To detect damage, stiffened composite structures are equipped with piezoelectric (PZT) elements that act as both sensors and actuators. A database at the unknown (and possibly damaged) state is then compared to a healthy reference database. Several damage indices (DIs) formulated for the purpose of detection are extracted from this comparison. A methodology proposed for the detection of damage induced on the stiffened composite structure that can be embedded on the developed platform is summarized in Figure 3.
SHM is achieved in the case of stiffened composite structures by means of Lamb waves [9, 10]. This method is based on the principle that Lamb waves can propagate in the body of the structure and will necessarily interact with damage. Information is then extracted from the waves diffracted by the damage for detection purposes. In each phase of the experimental procedure, one PZT is selected as the actuator and the others act as sensors. All the PZTs act sequentially as actuators. The resulting signals are then simultaneously recorded by the other piezoelectric elements. For all configurations, several repetitions are performed to have sufficient data for a statistical approach. On the basis of these available signals, damage indices can be computed to facilitate decision-making regarding the health state of the stiffened composite structure.

PLATFORMS UNDER DEVELOPMENT

Viscous damper monitoring

The PEER Center laboratory at UCB has developed a preliminary SHM module for bridge monitoring, Figure 4(a) which is intended for monitoring the 96 dampers of the West span of the San Francisco-Oakland Bay bridge. The module contains a custom Linux distribution specifically designed to run on an embedded platform. The current prototype runs on an Intel Atom dual-core processor, but it can be easily ported to a Linux-compatible processor from another manufacturer where the interface is entirely web-based. Cutting-edge HTML5 features offer very dynamic web display. A simple web page can display real-time plots and offer buttons to interact with the device, refer to Figure 4(b).
Multi-channels high-speed data acquisition system

PEER at UCB and Ecole Nationale Supérieure d'Arts et Métiers (ENSAM), Paris are developing a platform with 8 high-speed analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), refer to Figure 5. All channels sample simultaneously at 1 MHz with a 16 bits resolution. This platform is aimed to measure piezoelectric transducers and perform damage assessment using Lamb waves propagation.
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